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Summary 42 

Macrophages are the first cells of the nascent immune system to emerge during 43 

embryonic development. In mice, embryonic macrophages infiltrate developing organs 44 

where they differentiate symbiotically into tissue-resident macrophages (TRMs)1. 45 

However, knowledge of the origins and specialization of macrophages in human 46 

embryos is limited. Here, we isolated CD45+ hematopoietic cells from Carnegie stage 47 

(CS) 11 to 23 human embryos and subjected them to transcriptomic profiling by single-48 

cell RNA sequencing, followed by functional characterisation of the 49 

CD45+CD34+CD44+ yolk sac-derived myeloid-biased progenitor (YSMP) population 50 

by single-cell culture. We mapped macrophage heterogeneity across multiple 51 

anatomical sites and identified diverse subsets, including various types of embryonic 52 

TRMs (head, liver, lung and skin). We also traced TRM specification trajectories from 53 

either yolk sac-derived primitive macrophages or YSMP-derived embryonic liver 54 

monocytes using both transcriptomic and developmental staging information, with a 55 

focus on microglia. Finally, we evaluated the molecular similarities between embryonic 56 

TRMs and their adult counterparts. Altogether, we present a comprehensive 57 

characterization of the spatiotemporal dynamics of early macrophage development 58 

during human embryogenesis, providing a reference for future study into human TRM 59 

development and function. 60 

 61 

Main 62 

Although macrophages are best known for their immune functions, accumulating 63 
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evidence shows that they have additional roles including regulating the hematopoietic 64 

microenvironment, influencing metabolism, mediating tissue repair, and overseeing 65 

embryonic tissue maturation1. These diverse roles are mirrored by varied ontogenic 66 

pathways, with some tissue-resident macrophages (TRMs) arising from adult bone 67 

marrow-derived hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and some instead specifying early 68 

from embryonic hematopoietic precursors2. 69 

 70 

Fate-mapping studies in mice have shown that macrophages develop much earlier 71 

during embryonic hematopoiesis than do functional HSCs, with the earliest progenitors 72 

emerging in the yolk sac (YS) in at least two distinct waves: a c-Myb-independent 73 

primitive wave arising at E7.5, and a c-Myb-dependent erythro-myeloid progenitor 74 

(EMP) wave arising at E8.2511-14. The progenitors in the first wave differentiate in situ 75 

into macrophages that will migrate into the brain rudiment, being the exclusive source 76 

of microglia8. The second wave progenitors, the EMPs, differentiate in situ into 77 

macrophages and also migrate into the embryonic liver, giving rise to several lineages 78 

including the monocytes that will migrate to the developing tissues and begin 79 

differentiating into TRMs before birth15,16. 80 

 81 

Despite detailed characterization in mice, the characteristics and specification pathways 82 

of embryonic macrophages in humans are poorly studied. We know that the first 83 

functional HSCs appear in the aorta-gonad-mesonephros region at Carnegie stage (CS) 84 

14, and slightly later in YS at CS 16, while the first HSC in liver are detected at CS 85 
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1717. However, further progress has been hampered by the difficulty of obtaining early 86 

human embryos for study, and because conventional methods are unable to accurately 87 

analyze the extremely small number of early embryonic cells isolated. 88 

 89 

In this study, we present findings from a relatively large number of aborted early human 90 

embryos from which we isolated a range of tissues and applied single-cell RNA 91 

sequencing (scRNA-seq) to their CD45+ hematopoietic cell populations. This enabled 92 

us to study the spatiotemporal distribution and dynamic process of human embryonic 93 

hematopoiesis and thereby resolve the questions around human macrophage origins and 94 

specification. 95 

 96 

Results 97 

scRNA-seq of human embryo hematopoiesis 98 

To study human macrophage development, we isolated CD45+CD235a- hematopoietic 99 

cells from 8 aborted embryos at multiple Carnegie stages (from CS 11 to CS 23, 100 

equivalent to approximately days 24-56 of development) and anatomical sites (YS, 101 

head, liver, blood, skin and lung) (Fig. 1a) using FACS, then performed a modified 102 

scRNA-seq, single-cell tagged reverse transcription (STRT)-seq characterization, as 103 

previously reported18-20. Based on the high-precision transcriptomic data from 1231 104 

quality-controlled single cells (Fig. 1b, Extended Data Fig. 1 and Supplementary Table 105 

1), we annotated 15 clusters according to expression of known feature genes (Fig. 1b, 106 

c, Supplementary Table 2). 107 
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 108 

YS-derived CD45+ myeloid-biased progenitors (YSMPs) and macrophages were 109 

among the first CD45+ hematopoietic cells to emerge (Extended Data Fig. 1f, g), 110 

appearing in CS 11 YS, before hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSPCs) were 111 

seen in CS 17 liver (Fig. 1d). Of note, these human YSMPs showed fewer erythroid 112 

features than murine EMPs21 (Extended Data Fig. 1k, l). YSMPs and HSPCs similarly 113 

expressed high levels of CD34 and MYB, however the latter specifically expressed 114 

HOX family transcription factors including HOXA6 and HOXA10 (Fig. 1c, Extended 115 

Data Fig. 2 and Supplementary Table 3). From CS 12 onwards, we detected a 116 

population of granulocyte-monocyte progenitors (GMPs) present in liver and 117 

characterized by high expression of MYB, MPO and LYZ. This contrasted with the 118 

CD7lo progenitors that arose at CS 12, expressing both lymphoid-related (CD7 and 119 

IL7R) and myeloid (MRC1 and CD14) genes; as well as the CD7hi progenitors identified 120 

in liver from CS 15 onwards, which expressed higher levels of IL7R and CD7. Mast 121 

cells, expressing high levels of CMA1 and CPA3, emerged in YS at CS 13, and then 122 

liver, blood and skin from CS 15 onwards. Innate lymphoid cells (ILCs), characterized 123 

by RORC expression, were detected in the YS from as early as CS 17 (Fig. 1c, d). 124 

 125 

Interestingly, the Mac_1 and Mac_4 populations clustered away from the other groups 126 

(Fig. 1b). Mac_1 were mainly found in the YS at CS 11 (Extended Data Fig. 1f, g) and 127 

expressed the YS-related gene S100A122, as well as high levels of the endothelial 128 

marker CDH523 (Supplementary Table 2). In contrast, Mac_4 were predominantly 129 
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located in the head, and this was the only group expressing SALL124 as well as 130 

Gliomedin (GLDN)25, indicating its nascent identity as early microglial (Extended Data 131 

Fig. 1j). 132 

 133 

We next validated our STRT-seq results by high-throughput 10x Genomics (Extended 134 

Data Fig. 3a-f, Supplementary Table 4). First, we re-analyzed the cells sampled from 135 

the YS between CS 11 and 17 by STRT-seq, and found two macrophage populations: 136 

with YS-Mac_1 mainly from CS 11, and YS-Mac_2 predominantly from CS 15. 10x 137 

data from CS 11 and CS 15 YS similarly revealed two macrophage populations 138 

separated stage-wise. We then projected the top 10 STRT-seq DEGs from both YS-139 

Mac_1 and YS-Mac_2 clusters on to the 10x data and found similar gene expression 140 

patterns. Then we identified CD34 and CD44 as putative markers of the YSMP 141 

population (Extended Data Fig. 3g, h) and sorted these cells to determine their 142 

functional identity. 143 

 144 

Bulk cultures of YS cells revealed that hematopoietic progenies were readily detected 145 

in the CD45+CD34+CD44+ population (YSMPs) with mostly CD33+ myeloid cells, but 146 

not in the CD45+CD34-CD44- population expectedly (Extended Data Fig. 4a-c). 147 

Hematopoietic clusters were observed in 67 (36%) of 184 YSMP single-cell cultures 148 

(Extended Data Fig. 4d). Thirty nine of these wells were then selected at random and 149 

analyzed via flow cytometry. 62% (24 wells) had multi-lineage potential, with most of 150 

them (22 wells) containing both monocytes/macrophages (CD14+) and granulocytes 151 
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(CD66b+). Of note, 92% (36 wells) exhibited myeloid potential (CD33+), among which 152 

23 wells showed monocytes/macrophages differentiation (Fig. 2g and Extended Data 153 

Fig. 4e). These data confirmed the myeloid-biased multi-lineage potential of human 154 

YSMPs, in line with their transcriptional features (Extended Data Fig. 1k, l). 155 

 156 

YSMP development in embryonic liver 157 

We wanted to know if human YSMPs were also able to give rise to HSPC-independent 158 

monocytes in vivo, therefore we studied the myeloid-related clusters in liver prior to CS 159 

17, before transcriptomically-defined HSPCs were first detected. Principal component 160 

analysis (PCA) suggested that the YSMP population, expressing CD34 and MYB, was 161 

located between GMP and myeloblast populations (Fig. 2a, b and Extended Data Fig. 162 

5a, b). These cells gradually expressed neutrophilic genes like CEACAM8, whilst also 163 

expressing increasing levels of monocyte markers CCR2 and HLA-DRA (Fig. 2b), 164 

indicating that YSMPs can differentiate along two distinct paths. Trajectory analysis 165 

using Monocle similarly revealed two distinct cell fates from YSMPs (Fig. 2c, d and 166 

Extended Data Fig. 5c). Based on the gene expression profiles, it appeared likely 167 

(although we were unable to capture mature neutrophils in our analysis) that YSMPs 168 

could give rise to both monocytes and neutrophils in vivo, similar to our observations 169 

in the YSMP functional assay in vitro. Comparing the DEGs between the two branches 170 

revealed that the cells shared a common signature including MYB, MPO and MS4A3 171 

expression, while the monocyte branch exclusively expressed genes such as CCR2 and 172 

CD14, and the neutrophil branch began to express canonical neutrophil markers such 173 
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as S100A9 and CEACAM8 (Fig. 2e, Extended Data Fig. 5d-g and Supplementary Table 174 

5). 175 

 176 

Two waves of YS-derived embryonic TRMs 177 

An important question for us to answer was whether the origin and specification of 178 

macrophages is comparable in humans and mice, in which there are two YS-derived 179 

waves: a monocyte-independent primitive wave in early YS, and a later fetal liver 180 

monocyte-derived wave16. 181 

 182 

To study this, we first re-clustered the identified macrophages and macrophage-related 183 

populations alone (Fig. 3a, Extended Data Fig. 6a, b), and annotated them based on 184 

their unique expression characteristics, staging information and localization, supporting 185 

our annotation by comparison with a curated list of murine TRM-specific genes26. A 186 

closer look at the unique DEGs between these populations suggested that these cells 187 

may have already initiated their tissue residency programs, with the Liver_Mac 188 

population expressing SPIC, the Blood_Mac expressing CCL13, and the Lung_Mac 189 

and Skin_Mac expressing their tissue-related BMX and MMP1 genes respectively (Fig. 190 

3b, Supplementary Table 6). Hierarchical clustering revealed that Head_Mac3, 191 

Head_Mac4 and Liver_Mac were clustered away from the rest of the macrophage 192 

groups (Fig. 3c): we hypothesized that this may be because they were more mature 193 

TRMs and thus selected them for further analysis. 194 

 195 
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The YS_Mac1 group corresponded to the Mac_1 group that we previously identified 196 

(Fig. 1c), uniquely expressing the endothelial gene CDH527 (Fig. 3e), and, interestingly, 197 

the red blood cell-related HBE1 gene as well. High expression of HBE1 is a hallmark 198 

of YS-derived nucleated primitive erythrocytes28, which led us to question whether 199 

YS_Mac1/Mac_1 might be a related lineage belonging to the early YS-derived 200 

primitive macrophage wave. At CS 11 this population was found mainly in the YS, 201 

although some were also present in the head (Extended Data Fig. 6c-e). Together, our 202 

analyses suggest that these cells are YS-derived primitive macrophages, with some of 203 

them migrating to the head as microglial precursors, as in murine development8. 204 

 205 

After establishing the distinct identity of the YS_Mac1, we asked what the 206 

developmental trajectory of early human YS-derived embryonic macrophages might be, 207 

considering their dual origins. We analyzed macrophage-associated populations 208 

between CS 11 and CS 17, before the appearance of the HSPCs, which likely arise from 209 

a separate definitive lineage (Fig. 3d). A temporal assessment of the Carnegie staging 210 

of these populations revealed that YS_Mac1 appear earliest at CS 11 and contribute to 211 

the main macrophage populations first, while YSMPs gave rise to monocyte-derived 212 

macrophages but only after CS 17 (Fig. 3e). Measuring the expression of key lineage-213 

defining genes showed a similar pattern (Fig. 3d), with YSMPs expressing higher levels 214 

of MYB and giving rise to MPO-expressing progenitors, consistent with studies on fetal 215 

monocytes in zebrafish29. Likewise, the YS_Mac1 population had a strong macrophage 216 

identity from the start, expressing CD163 and MRC1. Both YSMPs and YS_Mac1 217 
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expressed CDH5, consistent with their YS-derived endothelial origins. Thus our data 218 

show that human early embryonic macrophage development closely mirrors the 219 

processes seen in mice and zebrafish. 220 

 221 

Human microglia origin and specification 222 

In mice, microglia primarily arise from the first wave of YS-derived primitive 223 

macrophages8. To study the origin and specification of microglia in human embryos, 224 

we focused on the macrophages sampled from head tissues at CS 11-23. Clustering 225 

analysis revealed that these macrophages could be divided into 5 groups: Head_Mac0-226 

4, with features highly related to their developmental stage. The signature of 227 

Head_Mac0 overlapped completely with that of YS_Mac1, which, together with the 228 

observation that the YS was the sole source of macrophages at this time-point, 229 

suggested that YS_Mac1 gave rise to the macrophages found in the head at CS 11 (Fig. 230 

4a). A small population of monocytes derived from YSMPs was also seen at CS 17 in 231 

the head. However, the disparity between their number and those of the other 232 

Head_Mac populations, as well as their late appearance, together suggested that they 233 

likely made only a minor contribution (Extended Data Fig. 7a, b). The sequential 234 

emergence of the five head macrophage populations indicated that these populations 235 

were part of a continuum of developing cells, and their expression of classical 236 

microglia-associated genes including CX3CR1, SALL1 and SPP1 further showed that 237 

these cells were moving towards a microglial fate (Fig. 4b)24,30. 238 

 239 
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Next, we studied the dynamics of microglial specification by generating a profile of 240 

gene expression changes across the five Head_Mac clusters based on their sequential 241 

real-time emergence between CS 11 and CS 23 (Fig. 4c, Supplementary Table 7). The 242 

changes largely followed five patterns. Most genes in patterns 1 and 2 showed the 243 

down-regulatory trend, in which we saw down-regulation of the genes associated with 244 

immune activity, such as CD163 and CD1C. We also witnessed increased expression 245 

of tissue development and neurodevelopmental genes like IGF130 and TMSB4X31. 246 

Surveying the transcription factor landscape revealed a similar trend (Fig. 4d), with 247 

head macrophages losing expression of inflammatory transcription factors such as IRF7 248 

and STAT1, and gaining microglial identity with expression of BHLHE41, JUN/FOSB, 249 

NR4A1 and SALL124; mirroring the pattern observed during murine microglial 250 

development. 251 

 252 

Finally, integrating our embryonic data with publicly-available adult TRM data for the 253 

head, skin and lung, along with our own data for child skin, similarly showed that 254 

specification had already occurred in the microglial population, with the embryonic and 255 

adult microglia clustering together (Extended Data Fig. 8, Supplementary Table 8). 256 

Likewise, specification towards liver TRM fate had begun, although to a lesser extent 257 

than the head macrophages. This is in contrast with skin TRMs, where there was only 258 

minor expression of CD207 at CS 23 and slight overlap between the adult and child 259 

samples in the integrated dataset: similarly in the lung no commitment had yet occurred 260 

(Extended Data Fig. 7c-h, Supplementary Table 9). 261 
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 262 

Discussion 263 

Much of our current knowledge of embryonic hematopoiesis is based on findings in 264 

animal models such as mice or zebrafish. This study paves the way for a wide range of 265 

explorations and analyses that were previously difficult to approach due to the 266 

ambiguity surrounding human YS-derived macrophages and their progenitors. 267 

Although it is widely acknowledged that mammalian hematopoiesis is highly 268 

conserved3, the characterization of these cells in human has so far been restricted to 269 

either microscopic observations4,32 or explant experiments33. Leveraging the maturation 270 

of single-cell sequencing technology and bioinformatics, we shed light on this issue in 271 

an unbiased and unsupervised manner, while maintaining tissue site and temporal 272 

information. Although it is still difficult to determine with certainty the ontogeny of the 273 

various human TRM subsets without the fate-mapping tools typically employed in 274 

murine models, we show here two distinct HSC-independent waves of macrophages, 275 

corresponding to those in mice. This is especially important in the clinical context, as 276 

macrophages are essential regulators of tissue development and homeostasis34, and 277 

understanding their functions and developmental pathways is key to the diagnosis and 278 

treatment of pathologies caused by their dysregulation. The contribution of these HSC-279 

independent waves must be considered when characterizing the subsets of macrophages 280 

found in disease, as numerous studies have established that HSC-independent 281 

macrophages maintain a distinct transcriptomic and epigenetic identity from their HSC-282 

derived counterparts35. Specifically, the human YSMPs that we transcriptomically and 283 
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functionally characterized here might correspond to the murine EMPs that exhibit 284 

similar spatiotemporal dynamics and hematopoietic progenitor characteristics15. 285 

Differently, erythroid potential is readily observed in cultures of murine EMPs15, 286 

consistent with their prominent erythroid properties transcriptomically21 (Extended 287 

Data Fig. 1k, l). These observations warrant further investigation towards their in-depth 288 

comparison and identification of related governing mechanisms. 289 

 290 

The embryonic macrophage signature identified in our study also presents an interesting 291 

opportunity to re-evaluate our commonly-used TRM models. Traditionally for human 292 

studies, macrophages are generated from blood monocytes via in vitro culture with 293 

CSF-1. Comparison of these in vitro monocyte-derived macrophages with the bona fide 294 

YS-derived macrophages that initially seed the embryonic tissues might reveal crucial 295 

similarities and differences between these cells and allow for better experimental 296 

planning and interpretation of results. Our study also allows for a greater understanding 297 

of iPSC-derived macrophages (iMacs) and the various TRM systems that have been 298 

developed based on these cells36. Although a direct comparison between murine 299 

primitive macrophages and iPSC-derived macrophages had already proven that they 300 

are similar to each other and yet distinct from HSC-derived macrophages37, no such 301 

study yet exists for their human counterparts. Undoubtedly, our study will prove 302 

valuable in moving towards understanding the ontogeny of these iMacs. 303 

 304 
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Figure legends 415 
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Fig. 1. Transcriptomic landscape and functional validation of CD45+ 416 

hematopoietic cells in human embryo by scRNA-seq and single cell culture. a, 417 

Location and Carnegie Stage (CS) information of samples used for STRT-seq. b, 418 

UMAP visualization of all hematopoietic cells clusters identified (left), and hierarchical 419 

clustering using Euclidean distance as well as the number of cells in each cluster (right). 420 

c, Violin plot overview of expression of key lineage associated genes by the 421 

hematopoietic clusters (Detailed information can be found in Supplementary Table 10). 422 

d, Area Chart showing proportion changes of hematopoietic clusters across CS 11 to 423 

CS 17 for the YS, and CS 12 to CS 23 for the Liver. e, Pie chart showing lineage 424 

potential of YSMPs defined by single cell culture and flow cytometry analysis (n = 1 425 

Yolk Sac, 39 single cell seeded wells analyzed in total).   426 

 427 

Fig. 2. Developmental trajectory of YSMPs in human embryonic liver. a, Principal 428 

component analysis (PCA) of YSMP, GMP, Myeloblast and Monocyte populations 429 

suggests two distinct fates of YSMP. b, Gene expression of CD34, MYB, MPO, 430 

CEACAM8, CCR2 and HLA-DRA projected on to PCA. c, Monocle prediction of YSMP 431 

developmental trajectory along pseudotime. d, Monocle prediction of YSMP 432 

developmental trajectory with cluster information overlaid. e, Heatmap showing 433 

branching curated genes of monocyte and neutrophil fates. 434 

 435 

Fig. 3. Two distinct waves of YS-derived macrophages contribute to TRM 436 
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populations in human embryo. a, UMAP visualization of 14 clusters after myeloid 437 

groups were reanalyzed. b, Heatmap of top 5 DEGs between macrophage populations. 438 

c, Hierarchical clustering based on Euclidean distance of macrophage populations. d, 439 

Gene expression changes of CDH5, MYB, AZU1, MPO, CCR2, HLA-DRA, CD163 and 440 

MRC1 projected on to UMAP of myeloid related clusters. e, UMAP visualization of 441 

myeloid related clusters from CS 11 to CS 17 showing sequential appearance of 442 

macrophage populations. 443 

 444 

Fig. 4. Origin and specification of microglia in human embryo. a, UMAP 445 

visualization of macrophages in human embryonic head with both Carnegie stage and 446 

clustering information overlaid. b, Violin plots showing expression changes of 447 

microglia related genes between head macrophage clusters. (Detailed information can 448 

be found in Supplementary Table 10). c, Five main patterns revealed by DEGs between 449 

Head_Mac0, Head_Mac1, Head_Mac2, Head_Mac3 and Head_Mac4 (left). Kinetics 450 

of expression of representative gene for each pattern (right) (Data are presented as mean 451 

± sem). Complete gene list can be found in Supplementary Table 7. d, Heatmap of 452 

transcription factor expression changes between Head_Mac0, Head_Mac1, 453 

Head_Mac2, Head_Mac3 and Head_Mac4. 454 

 455 

Methods 456 

Human samples and quality control 457 
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The embryos were obtained from pregnant women undergoing medical abortion at The 458 

Fifth Medical Center of the PLA General Hospital (Beijing, China) after obtaining 459 

informed consent. The integrity and morphology of the embryos were evaluated, the 460 

somite pairs were counted, and the crown-rump lengths were measured under the 461 

microscope to define the developmental stage38. Child skin samples were obtained from 462 

tissue discarded after elective circumcision at Beijing Children's Hospital, Capital 463 

Medical University with parental consent. All protocols were approved by the 464 

institutional review boards (Approval Number: ky-2017-3-5 & IEC-C-008-A08-2018-465 

75) and in accordance with the regulations of the Declaration of Helsinki. All the 466 

protocols were compliant with the Interim Measures for the Administration of Human 467 

Genetic Resources, administered by the Ministry of Science and Technology of China. 468 

 469 

Preparation of cell suspensions and FACS 470 

The embryonic tissues (yolk sac, head, lung, skin, and liver) were carefully dissected 471 

under the microscope, with the exception of the blood which was collected by suction 472 

pipe directly from the heart. After being washed in PBS 3 times to remove any residual 473 

blood contamination, the yolk sac, head, lung and skin were transferred to pre-warmed 474 

digestion medium containing 0.1 g/mL Collagenase I (Sigma, C2674, preheated to 475 

37°C) in RPMI 1640 medium (Gibco,11875093). The samples were enzymatically 476 

digested at 37°C in a humidified incubator for 20-30 minutes (min), with the samples 477 

being shaken periodically every five min until digested into a single cell suspension. 478 

The liver was first cut into small pieces using scalpels, and then mechanically 479 
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dissociated using syringes into single cell suspension, before removing the erythrocytes 480 

with lysis buffer (BD). The cells were then filtered through a 70 μm cell strainer after 481 

neutralizing enzymes. Child skin samples were first incubated in RPMI 1640 with 1.2 482 

U/ml dispase II (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) at 4°C for 8 hours (h) prior to the separation 483 

of the epidermal layer. After separation, the epidermal layer was cut into pieces and 484 

digested with 0.25% trypsin-EDTA (Gibco) containing 0.25 mg/ml DNase I (Sigma 485 

DN25) for 30 min at 37°C in a humidified incubator. After that, the epidermal layer was 486 

passed through a 70 μm cell strainer by grinding, and then washed with PBS. 487 

 488 

The following antibodies were used for labeling the embryonic cells: CD45 (BV421, 489 

563879 BD), CD235a (APC-Cy7, 349116 Biolegend) and 7-amino-actinomycin D (7-490 

AAD) (PerCP-Cy5.5, 00699350 eBioscience). Langerhans cells (LCs) were isolated 491 

with CD45 (BV421, 563879 BD), 7-amino-actinomycin D (7-AAD) (PerCP-Cy5.5, 492 

00699350 eBioscience), CD207 antibodies (PE, 564727 BD) and CD1a antibodies 493 

(APC, 559775 Biolegend). Cells were sorted with the Aria 2 Flow Cytometer (BD 494 

Bioscience). Data were analyzed with BD FACSDIVA V8.0.1 and Flowjo (V10). 495 

 496 

Hematopoietic progenitor culture in vitro 497 

For bulk culture in vitro, the YSMP (CD45+CD34+CD44+) and CD45+CD34-CD44- 498 

populations from a CS 12 YS were isolated by FACS for hematopoietic assay by MS-5 499 

co-culture (100 cells per well, 5 wells for each population). Target cells were sorted 500 

onto MS5 stromal cells within 48-well or 96-well flat-bottom plates and cultured in 501 
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serum-free StemPro 34 medium (Gibco, 10639011) supplemented with 50 ng/ml hSCF 502 

(PeproTech, 300-07-2), 50 ng/ml human Flt3 ligand (PeproTech, 300-19-2), 10 ng/ml 503 

hIL-3 (PeproTech, 200-03-2), 10 ng/ml hIL-6 (PeproTech, 200-06-5), 5 ng/ml hIL-11 504 

(PeproTech, 200-11-10), 25 ng/ml hTPO (PeproTech, 300-18-10), 20 ng/ml hGM-CSF 505 

(PeproTech, 300-03-5), 3 U/ml EPO (PeproTech, 100-64-10), 1% 2-Mercaptoethanol 506 

(Gibco, 21985-023), 1% L-Glutamine (Gibco, 21051024) and 1% 507 

penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco, 15140-122). At days 3 and 10, wells were observed 508 

under a light microscope and those that had generated hematopoietic clusters (positive 509 

wells) were imaged with a Leica camera (A05C872000) and recorded. After culturing 510 

for 10 or 14 days, all cells in the positive wells were collected following digestion using 511 

Collagenase I (Sigma, C2674). The cells collected from each well were centrifuged at 512 

350 xg for 6 min, resuspended in 100 μl buffer (PBS containing 1% BSA) containing 513 

antibodies and then labelled for 30 min at 4°C. The cells were then washed and 514 

centrifuged, before finally being resuspended in 300 μl buffer. Flow cytometry was used 515 

for identification of myeloid cells (Mye, CD33+) including monocytes/macrophages 516 

(Mo/Mac, CD14+) and granulocytes (Gr, CD66b+), erythrocytes (Ery, CD235a+) and 517 

megakaryocytes (Mk, CD41a+). 518 

 519 

For the single cell functional assay, 184 single YSMPs from a CS 13 YS were sorted 520 

and cultured as above in individual wells. A part of the wells showing existence of 521 

hematopoietic clusters at day 10 of co-culture were further analyzed by flow cytometry 522 

using the strategy mentioned above. 523 
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 524 

Antibodies recognizing the following molecules were used for labelling and sorting 525 

YSMPs: CD45 (BV421, 563879 BD, Lot 9066960), CD34 (PE, 550761 BD, Lot 526 

7129824), and CD44 (BV605, 562991 BD, Lot 7103609). Antibodies recognizing the 527 

following molecules were used for the identification of hematopoietic clusters and 528 

lineages: CD235a (BV421, 306611 BioLegend, Lot B224563), CD41 (APC, 17-0419-529 

42 eBioscience, Lot 2073742), CD45 (FITC, 11-0459-42 eBioscience, Lot 4310016), 530 

CD33 (APC-Cy7, 366614 BioLegend, Lot B252646), CD14 (BV786, 563698 BD, Lot 531 

8351911) and CD66b (PE, 561650 BD, Lot 7264511). 532 

 533 

Single-cell RNA-Seq library preparation and sequencing 534 

Sequencing libraries were constructed following a modified single cell tagged reverse 535 

transcription (STRT) protocol as previously reported39-41. The cells were first judged by 536 

morphology under microscope to assess their condition, with the ones in good condition 537 

being picked by mouth pipette and directly placed into lysis buffer. The reverse 538 

transcription reaction was performed using sample-specific 25 nucleotide (nt) oligo dT 539 

primer containing 8 nt barcode (TCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT-XXXXXXXX-540 

DDDDDDDD-T25, where X represents sample-specific barcode, and D stands for 541 

unique molecular identifier, UMI). After reverse transcription and second-strand cDNA 542 

synthesis, the cDNAs were amplified by 16 cycles of PCR. The barcoded DNAs were 543 

then pooled together and purified using Agencount AMPure XP beads. Biotinylated 544 

pre-indexed primers were used to further amplify the PCR product by an additional 4 545 
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cycles of PCR to introduce biotin tags to the 3’ ends of the amplified cDNAs. 546 

Approximately 300 ng cDNA was sonicated into 300 bp fragments with Covaris S2 547 

system and enriched with Dynabeads MyOneTM Streptavidin C1 beads. Libraries were 548 

constructed using a Kapa Hyper Prep Kit (Kapa Biosystems) and were then submitted 549 

to 150 bp paired-end sequencing on an Illumina Hiseq X Ten platform (Novogene). 550 

 551 

For 10x Genomics single-cell RNA sequencing，we first used FACS to isolate living 552 

cells (7AAD- for CS 11 and CS 15 YS), and then implemented the Chromium Single 553 

Cell 3’ v2 libraries, under the guidance of the official instruction manual 554 

(https://support.10xgenomics.com/single-cell-gene-expression/library-555 

prep/doc/technical-note-assay-scheme-and-configuration-of-chromium-single-cell-3-556 

v2-libraries). 557 

 558 

Pre-processing single-cell RNA-seq data 559 

For scRNA-seq data, the raw reads of each cell were first split by the specific barcode 560 

sequence attached in Read 2. The template switch oligo (TSO) sequence and polyA tail 561 

sequence were trimmed for the corresponding Read 1 after UMI information was 562 

aligned to it. Subsequently, reads with adapter contaminants or low-quality bases (N > 563 

10%) were discarded. Next, the stripped Read1 sequences were aligned to the hg19 564 

human transcriptome (UCSC) using Hisat2 (version 2.1.0)42. Uniquely mapped reads 565 

were counted by the HTSeq package43 and grouped by the cell-specific barcodes. 566 

Duplicated transcripts were removed based on the UMI information for each gene. 567 

https://support.10xgenomics.com/single-cell-gene-expression/library-prep/doc/technical-note-assay-scheme-and-configuration-of-chromium-single-cell-3-v2-libraries
https://support.10xgenomics.com/single-cell-gene-expression/library-prep/doc/technical-note-assay-scheme-and-configuration-of-chromium-single-cell-3-v2-libraries
https://support.10xgenomics.com/single-cell-gene-expression/library-prep/doc/technical-note-assay-scheme-and-configuration-of-chromium-single-cell-3-v2-libraries
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Finally, for each individual cell, the copy number of transcripts of a given gene was the 568 

number of the distinct UMIs of this gene. 569 

 570 

To filter low quality cells, count values for each cell were first grouped into an 571 

expression matrix; only cells with more than 2,000 genes and 10,000 transcripts 572 

detected and less than 50% transcripts mapped on ERCC were retained. Also, cells with 573 

too many raw reads (> 1,000,000) and genes (>10,000) were excluded because these 574 

cells might not be real single cells. We obtained a total of 1461 cells after sequencing, 575 

of which only 119 cells (8.15% of total) were excluded for failing the QC threshold 576 

(Supplementary Table 1), leaving us with a median UMI of 132,783 and gene number 577 

of 4,860. The distribution of the UMI can be seen in Extended Data Fig. 1a, with the 578 

majority of the cells that showed higher than 50% of UMIs mapping to the ERCCs 579 

falling below the UMI threshold of 1×10^4, while cells above 1×10^4 showed robust 580 

expression of housekeeping genes (Extended Data Fig. 1b).  581 

 582 

Regarding the droplet-based scRNA-seq data from 10X Genomics, the dataset was 583 

aligned and quantified using the CellRanger software package (version 2.1.0) with 584 

default parameters, obtaining a total of 11,944 cells from the CS 11 and CS 15 YSs. For 585 

10x Genomics, we adopted a more relaxed quality control standard because the 586 

sequencing depth is lower than STRT-seq, >1,000 genes, excluding 25 cells in total. 587 

The droplet-based scRNA-seq was expected to generate cell doublets at a low 588 

frequency, which could be incorrectly interpreted as novel cell types, and so to avoid 589 
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the effects of doublets, 480 cells identified using Doubletdetection 590 

(http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2678042) were removed from our data. We finally 591 

removed 1,874 cells with matured erythrocyte characteristics, leaving a total of 9,565 592 

cells for our final analysis. 593 

 594 

Cell type detection and dimensionality reduction  595 

Downstream analysis for well-based modified STRT-seq - such as data normalization, 596 

clustering, differential expression analysis - was implemented using the R package 597 

Seurat 2. 1,342 cells were retained after quality control. To start with, preliminary 598 

UMAP and clustering analysis were performed, after which, stromal cells (111 cells), 599 

including epithelial cells and mesenchymal cells, were identified based on expression 600 

of EPCAM and PDGFRA and removed from our data. After quality control, 1,231 cells 601 

were retained. To start with, 888 highly variable genes (HVGs) were detected using the 602 

“FindVariableGenes” function with the parameters of y.cutoff = 1, and x.low.cutoff = 603 

1. These HVGs were used to perform principal component analysis (PCA) and the top 604 

20 significant PCs were selected based on the elbow of standard deviations of principle 605 

components. Next, selected PCs were used to perform UMAP analysis and cluster 606 

detection using the RunUMAP and FindClusters functions respectively. Finally, 8 607 

progenitor clusters annotated as YSMP, ErP, MkP, GMP, myeloblast, CD7loP, CD7hiP 608 

and HSPC, characterized by high expression of CD34 and MYB and expressing specific 609 

genes for ErP (GATA1, KLF1), MkP (GATA1, PF4), GMP (MPO), myeloblast (LYZ), 610 

CD7loP (IL7R, CD7), CD7hiP (IL7R, CD7) and HSPC (HOXA6, HOXA10) were used in 611 
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the final analysis. Also 7 mature cell types were identified and defined as monocytes 612 

(CCR2, HLA-DRA), macrophages (CD14, MRC1), ILCs (RORC, LTA) and mast cells 613 

(CPA3, CMA1) for further downstream anaylsis. 614 

 615 

To decode the cell type heterogeneity of the myeloid group, cells of unrelated types 616 

(ErP, MkP, mast cells, CD7loP, CD7hiP, ILC and HSPC) were excluded from 617 

downstream analysis. 2,195 HVGs were detected with setting parameters x.low.cutoff 618 

= 0.3 and y.cutoff = 0.75, then the top 30 PCs were selected to find clusters and to 619 

implement UMAP analysis, which resulted in 14 discrete cell clusters. Among the 14 620 

clusters, in addition to YSMP, GMP, myeloblasts and monocytes, 10 macrophage 621 

clusters were identified and recognized as Blood_Mac, Liver_Mac, Skin_Mac, 622 

Lung_Mac, YS_Mac1, YS_Mac2, Head_Mac1, Head_Mac2, Head_Mac3, 623 

Head_Mac4, based on sampling site information. 624 

 625 

For droplet-based 10x Genomics data, the pooled raw data from CS 11 and CS 15 YSs 626 

were objected to Seurat 3 for data integration based on ‘anchors’ identification between 627 

pairs of datasets following tutorial on https://satijalab.org/seurat/v3.1/integration.html. 628 

In brief, SCTransform normalization was implemented separately for each dataset, after 629 

which the top 3,000 feature genes were selected and used for data integration. Next, the 630 

integrated data were used for dimensionality reduction and cluster detection. To start 631 

with, PCA was performed and the top 30 PCs were used for UMAP analysis employing 632 

the UMAP package; then 8 discrete clusters were detected using FindClusters with 633 
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setting parameters dims = 1:10, resolution = 0.1 and annotated as YSMP (CD34, MYB), 634 

ErP/MkP (GATA1, PF4, KLF1), Mac (CD14, CD163), Endo (CDH5, SOX7), Epi 635 

(EPCAM), Mes (PDGFRA) on the basis of feature genes. The same analysis procedures 636 

were applied for YS dataset integration between modified STRT-seq and 10X. 637 

 638 

To identify sub-clusters in Mac, macrophage clusters were separately reanalyzed. The 639 

subset data were normalized and top 2,000 HVGs were recognized after ranking by 640 

residual variance by ‘vst’ method through the SCTransform function. All HVGs were 641 

imported into PCA analysis carried out by RunPCA next. 642 

 643 

SCENIC and GSEA analysis 644 

To further assess the transcriptional and regulatory characteristics of the different 645 

progenitors including YSMP, ErP, MkP, myeloblasts, CD7loP, CD7hiP and HSPC, gene 646 

regulatory network analysis was performed using SCENIC44. First, regulatory modules 647 

(regulons) were inferred based on co-expression and DNA motif analysis. These 648 

regulons were then evaluated in each cell to ascertain their activity before a binary 649 

matrix was obtained. To profile the gene regulatory module features of all progenitors, 650 

the Spearman correlation coefficient between regulons was calculated, and only 651 

regulons having a correlation coefficient larger than 0.3 with at least one other regulon 652 

and activated in at least 30% cells in any progenitor clusters were included for 653 

visualization. 654 

To find statistically significantly different regulons between YSMP and HSPC, Gene 655 
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Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA)45 was performed on the regulon gene sets produced 656 

by SCENIC analysis, the top 2 regulons ordered by P value were used for visualization 657 

for each population. 658 

To compare the differential expression of erythroid and myeloid signature between 659 

YSMP in human and EMP in mouse, we performed GSEA analysis, in which the 660 

erythroid and myeloid gene sets refer to the article by Chambers et al46. 661 

 662 

Developmental pseudotime analysis  663 

The Monocle 2 package (version 2.8.0)47,48 in R was used to determine the pseudotime 664 

of YSMP development in liver. First, cells from liver excluding mature macrophages 665 

and cells of CS 20 and CS 23 were selected and subjected to Monocle 2. Then, UMI 666 

data and HVGs obtained by FindVaribleGenes (x.low.cutoff = 0.5, y.cutoff = 0.5) in 667 

Seurat were inputed for unsupervised ordering of the cells. The remaining parameters 668 

were default. To find genes that changed their expression during the process of 669 

monocyte specification, we calculated Spearman correlation between predicted 670 

pseudotime and gene expression: only genes with Spearman correlation higher than 0.4 671 

were selected for visualization. 672 

 673 

To interpret macrophage specification in head, only head macrophages (Head_Mac0, 674 

Head_Mac1, Head_Mac2, Head_Mac3 and Head_Mac4) were included and projected 675 

onto the UMAP plot. Clearly, head macrophages are ordered by sampling stage. To 676 

detect genes with dynamic changes in expression during head macrophage specification 677 
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we performed analysis of variance (ANOVA). A total of 2,438 DEGs were identified 678 

and subjected to Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) analysis, a more robust K-means 679 

version, resulting in 5 gene expression patterns. 680 

 681 

To predict the developmental trajectory of liver macrophages, gene expression data 682 

from all macrophages sampled from the liver were extracted. First, PCA was 683 

implemented after data were normalized and log transformed. Then, the top 10 PCs 684 

were selected to create a diffusion map of cells through the Destiny package with 685 

default parameters49, after which DPT analysis was used to align cells in pseudotime 686 

order with setting cells of CS 12 as the start point.  687 

 688 

Signature gene detection 689 

To find the signature genes of YSMPs, we compared YSMPs with other hematopoietic 690 

cells in the YS and obtained DEGs with adjusted P value < 0.05 and foldchange > 2.  691 

 692 

We also probed signature genes in 10x data when comparing YSMP (YSMP1 and 693 

YSMP2) with other hematopoietic clusters (ErP/MkP and Mac), before selecting DEGs 694 

with an adjusted P value < 0.05 and fold change > 1.5. 695 

 696 

DEG and cluster biomarker identification.  697 

DEGs were identified by running the ‘FindAllMarkers’ function in Seurat. All DEGs 698 

of specific clusters are listed in the Supplementary Tables.  699 
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The datasets of surface markers and transcription factors were downloaded from Cell 700 

Surface Protein Atlas (‘http://wlab.ethz.ch/cspa/’) and HumanTFDB3.0 701 

(‘http://bioinfo.life.hust.edu.cn/HumanTFDB/’) respectively. 702 

 703 

Data availability 704 

Raw data from scRNA-seq analysis have been deposited in the NCBI Gene Expression 705 

Omnibus under accession number GSE13345 and GSE137010. 706 

Source data for 4 figures and 8 extended data figures are provided within the manuscript 707 

files. 708 

 709 

Code Availability 710 

All data were analyzed with standard programs and packages, as detailed above. Scripts 711 

can be available at https://github.com/yandgong307/human_macrophage_project. 712 
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Extended Data Figure Legends 788 

Extended Data Fig. 1. Technical information of scRNA-seq library and overview 789 

of hematopoietic clusters. a, Graph showing distribution of UMI per cell. Threshold 790 

for final analysis was set at >1e+04. b, Dot plots of percentage of UMIs mapped on to 791 

ERCC and average expression of house-keeping genes. c, UMAP visualisation showing 792 

exclusion of non-hematopoietic cells from final analysis based on PTPRC, EPCAM, 793 

KRT8 and COL1A1 expression. d, Table showing numbers, location and Carnegie stage 794 

information of cells used in final analysis. e, UMAP showing minimal batch effect 795 

among single cell libraries. f, UMAP visualization of all hematopoietic cells with 796 

Carnegie stage information combined. g, UMAP visualization of all hematopoietic cells 797 

with site information combined. h, Violin plots of average gene and UMI numbers of 798 

scRNA-seq. (Detailed information can be found in Supplementary Table 10). i, Gene 799 

and UMI numbers of identified hematopoietic clusters. Black lines indicate median 800 

values, the boxes range from the 25th to 75th percentiles and the whiskers correspond 801 

to 1.5× the interquartile range (IQR; the distance between the first and third quantiles) 802 

j, Heatmap of top 5 DEGs between hematopoietic clusters. 803 

 804 

Extended Data Fig. 2. Characteristics of hematopoietic progenitors and 805 

precursors in human embryos. a, Heatmap showing differential regulon expression 806 

between YSMP, ErP, MkP, GMP, Myeloblast, CD7lo Progenitor, CD7hi Progenitor and 807 

HSPC generated by SCENIC and clear sets of cell type specific regulons that may play 808 
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critical roles in each progenitor population’s development. The number of genes 809 

associated with each regulon is listed in the corresponding brackets. ErP and MkP 810 

signatures were very similar, although MkP appeared to be downregulating expression 811 

of KLF1, while upregulating expression of other platelet-related transcription factors 812 

such as TAL1 and NFIB. CD7lo Progenitor had overlapping modules with Myeloblast 813 

and GMP, sharing the myeloid-restricted TFEC pathways, but lacked expression of 814 

more myeloid-committed CEBPs. CD7hi Progenitor showed many signatures typical of 815 

lymphoid potential, such as the activation of LEF1 and TCF4 signals. HSPC were 816 

characterized by their activation of the HOXA10 module, as well as higher levels of 817 

lymphoid-associated BCL11A when compared to YSMP. b, GSEA plots of top 2 818 

upregulated expression regulons in YSMP and HSPC. GSEA analysis revealed that 819 

YSMPs highly enriched the SPR and ZFP64 regulons, while HSPCs had higher 820 

expression of the EOMES and POU3F2 modules. P value was calculated using 821 

permutation test based on phenotype by GSEA 3.0 software, representing statistical 822 

significance of Enrichment Score (ES). The p value of all 4 gene sets are 0.000. c, 823 

Volcano plot of DEGs between HSPC and YSMP. Although the regulon landscape was 824 

similar between these two groups, we identified 110 DEGs (Supplementary Table 3). 825 

There were more upregulated genes in HSPC as compared to YSMP (86 vs 24), with 826 

HSPC expressing genes related to antigen presentation including CD74 and HLA-DRA 827 

as well as lymphoid-related genes including IGLL1. DEGs were detected using 828 

FindAllMarkers function in Seurat (One-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test, P values were 829 

adjusted for multiple testing using Bonferroni correction). d, Changes in the proportion 830 
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of YSMP and HSPC within the CD45+ hematopoietic cell population between CS 11 831 

and CS 23. The proportion of the YSMP population peaked at CS 11 before steadily 832 

decreasing, while that of the HSPC population expanded between CS 17 and CS 20 833 

before reducing to about 10% at CS 23. e, Changes in the proportions of YSMP, ErP, 834 

MkP, GMP, myeloblasts, CD7lo progenitors, CD7hi progenitors and HSPC from CS 12 835 

to CS 23 in the liver, and CS 13 to CS 20 in the blood. f, Heatmap showing expression 836 

level of top 5 differentially-expressed transcription factors between YSMP, ErP, MkP, 837 

myeloblasts, HSPC, CD7lo progenitors and CD7hi progenitors. 838 

 839 

Extended Data Fig. 3. Validation of STRT-seq macrophage clustering in YS by 840 

10x Genomics. a, Quality control for 10x Genomics data by UMI and gene numbers. 841 

b, UMAP visualisation of total hematopoietic clusters generated via STRT-seq with 842 

cells from YS highlighted and Carnegie stage information overlaid (left). These cells 843 

were then reclustered into 3 clusters and annotated based on gene expression profiles 844 

(right). c, PCA of cells from YS generated in Extended Data Fig. 3b (right) with 845 

Carnegie stage information overlaid. The YS-Mac1 cluster mainly consisted of cells 846 

from CS 11, while the YS-Mac2 cluster mainly consisted of cells from CS 15. Based 847 

on this, we selected the 10x Genomics data of CS 11 and CS 15 YS to validate our 848 

clustering. d, UMAP visualization of 10x Genomics data from CS 11 and CS 15 YS 849 

(left). The Mac cluster can similarly be separated into 2 clusters when replotted on to 850 

PCA (right). e, PCA of Mac cluster generated in Extended Data Fig. 3d (right) with 851 

Carnegie stage information overlaid showing that the cells are mainly separated on the 852 
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basis of stage. f, Expression profile of top 10 DEGs between YS-Mac1 and YS-Mac2 853 

identified by STRT-seq projected onto the 10x Genomics data. Even though 10x 854 

Genomics has lower depth compared to STRT-seq, similar expression profiles can be 855 

seen for the majority of genes. g, UMAP visualisation of integrated YS data from 856 

STRT-seq and 10x Genomics. There is less overlap in the mesenchymal (Mes1 and 857 

Mes2) and epithelial (Epi1) clusters because the STRT-seq data were only from CD45+ 858 

hematopoietic cells, while the 10x Genomics data were from all YS cells. h, Barplot 859 

showing putative surface markers of YSMP; based on this, CD34 and CD44 were 860 

selected as the markers of YSMP for functional assays. DEGs were detected using 861 

FindAllMarkers function in Seurat (One-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test, P values were 862 

adjusted for multiple testing using Bonferroni correction). 863 

 864 

Extended Data Fig. 4. In vitro culture of YSMPs based on markers identified by 865 

cross-referencing STRT-seq and 10x Genomics data. a, Gating strategy for the 866 

sorting of the YSMPs from a CS 12 YS. b, Representative images of outcomes of sorted 867 

bulk YSMPs (CD45+CD34+CD44+) after 14 days of culture on MS5 feeder layer (n = 868 

3 independent experiments from 1 sample of CS 11 YS and 2 samples of CS 12 YS), 869 

with the sorted CD45+CD34-CD44- cells as negative control. 100 cells were seeded into 870 

each well (with a total of 5 wells), with hematopoietic clusters observed in only the 871 

wells initiated with the CD45+CD34+CD44+ population. c, Representative flow 872 

cytometric plots of hematopoietic clusters described in Extended Data Fig. 4b. In the 873 
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cultured cells from the CD45+CD34+CD44+ population, the myeloid (CD33+) cells 874 

were predominant, in contrast to a small number and even absence of erythroid 875 

(CD235a+) cells (n = 3 independent experiments). d, Images showing hematopoietic 876 

cells generated from a representative single YSMP (CD45+CD34+CD44+) after 3 and 877 

10 days of culture on MS5 feeder layer. YSMPs (n = 184) were sorted from a CS 13 878 

YS. e, Representative flow cytometric plots for distinct lineage outcomes from the 879 

single YSMP culture (39 wells analysed in total).  880 

 881 

Extended Data Fig. 5. Developmental trajectory of YSMP in human embryonic 882 

liver. a, PCA of YSMP, GMP, myeloblast and monocyte populations using PC1 and 883 

PC2. b, PCA matrix of YSMP, GMP, myeloblast and monocyte populations. c, 884 

Monocle visualization of CD34, MYB, MPO, S100A8, CEACAM8 and HLA-DRA 885 

expression. d, Heatmap showing branching curated genes of monocyte and neutrophil 886 

fates. e, Six main patterns of gene expression from YSMP to monocyte fate. The 887 

complete list of genes can be found in Supplementary Table 5. f, Heatmap displaying 888 

expression of monocyte specification related surface markers along pseudotime. g, 889 

Heatmap displaying expression of monocyte specification related transcription factors 890 

along pseudotime. 891 

 892 

Extended Data Fig. 6. Two distinct waves of YS-derived macrophages contribute 893 

to the TRM populations in human embryos. a, UMAP visualization of myeloid 894 
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groups that were selected for reanalysis. b, UMAP visualization of new myeloid and 895 

macrophage clusters projected back onto the UMAP with all hematopoietic clusters in 896 

Fig. 1b. c, Heatmap showing top 5 DEGs of clusters listed in Extended Data Fig. 6b. d, 897 

UMAP visualizing stage and site information of clusters listed in Extended Data Fig. 898 

6b. e, Heatmap showing expression of curated TRM signature genes from a previous 899 

mouse study61. 900 

 901 

Extended Data Fig. 7. Monocyte distribution and macrophage specification in 902 

human embryonic head, lung, liver and skin. a, UMAP visualization of monocyte 903 

distribution in different tissues. Cell numbers are shown in the barplot. b, UMAP 904 

visualization of macrophages and monocytes in human embryonic head with stage 905 

information overlaid. c, UMAP visualization of macrophages in human embryonic lung 906 

with cluster and stage information. d, UMAP visualization of macrophages in human 907 

embryonic liver from CS 12 to CS 23. These cells were used to study Kupffer cell 908 

specification in situ. e, DiffusionMap visualizing differentiation trajectory of 909 

embryonic Kupffer cells with stage information and pseudotime overlaid. We found 910 

that the cells also lined up in a continuum from CS 12 to CS 23, suggesting the gradual 911 

and sequential acquisition of TRM identity. f, Heatmap of DEGs (left) and transcription 912 

factors (right) in the embryonic Kupffer cells across Carnegie stages with 3 main 913 

patterns of modulation identified. Complete gene list can be found in Supplementary 914 

Table 9. Many of the down-regulated genes are inflammation- or migration- related 915 
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such as CCR2, S100A4 and IL17RA, while the expression of residency and Kupffer cell 916 

identity genes like CD163, TIMD4 and VSIG4 were increased. Many of the signature 917 

genes were previously reported in TRMs using animal models, such as SPIC and 918 

VCAM1, confirming that these cells were moving towards a more differentiated tissue-919 

resident state. g, DiffusionMap visualizing differentiation trajectory of embryonic 920 

Kupffer cells with expression levels of C1QB, CD5L, SPIC, VCAM1, CCR2, S100A4, 921 

IL17RA, CD163, TIMD4 and VSIG4 overlaid. Among the genes surveyed, we found 922 

that expression of C1QB, a gene associated with macrophage tissue residency, was 923 

gradually up-regulated, while genes related to Kupffer cell function like CD5L, SPIC 924 

and VCAM1 were only expressed at the end of the developmental pathway, suggesting 925 

that specialized Kupffer cells began to appear after CS 17. h, DiffusionMap 926 

visualization of gene expression (CD1A, CD1C and CD207) in the macrophages within 927 

skin with stage information overlaid. 928 

 929 

Extended Data Fig. 8. Characteristics of human embryonic TRMs versus 930 

conventional TRMs. a, UMAP visualization of embryonic TRMs and their 931 

conventional TRM counterparts. We compared the 4 TRM populations from our 932 

embryonic data with the corresponding conventional TRMs in adults (head, liver and 933 

lung from public scRNA-Seq data) or child (skin). b, UMAP visualization of the 5 main 934 

macrophage clusters identified (head, liver, lung, skin and unspecified). Unsupervised 935 

clustering revealed that 2 of the embryonic TRM populations (head and liver) clustered 936 
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with their corresponding adult counterparts, while the embryonic skin TRMs were 937 

divided into a specified and an unspecified group, with the former cluster together with 938 

those from child skin. The embryonic lung macrophages did not cluster at all with those 939 

in the adult lung, which indicated that the differentiation and specification of these 940 

TRMs had not yet occurred. c, Expression of Langerhans cell- (CD207, CD1A and 941 

CD1C), microglia- (SALL1, CX3CR1 and TMEM119) and Kupffer cell- (ID1, VCAM1 942 

and TIMD4) related genes by the various clusters. d, Heatmap of top 10 DEGs between 943 

the 5 identified human macrophage clusters. Gene expression analysis of the top 10 944 

DEGs of the various macrophage populations showed that they were separated based 945 

on the expression of TRM genes that have been well described in previous animal and 946 

human studies, such as CD207 for the skin, VCAM1 for the liver and P2RY12 for the 947 

head. e, Heatmap of unique DEGs between the embryonic and conventional liver, lung, 948 

head and skin TRM clusters. The complete list of genes can be found in Supplementary 949 

Table 8. Many of the up-regulated genes in the embryonic TRMs are related to cell 950 

cycle or tissue development, while the up-regulated genes in the conventional TRMs 951 

are more related to immune function. For example, in the head, the embryonic TRMs 952 

expressed the neurodevelopmental TMSB4X as well as the cell cycle related EEF1A1, 953 

while the conventional TRMs expressed the immune related ITGAX. Embryonic skin 954 

macrophages expressed the chemokine SPP1, indicating that they are either cells in 955 

transition or have newly arrived in the niche, further supporting our prediction that skin 956 

TRM specification has just begun at this timepoint. 957 
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